
 

 

 

What Now, Lieutenant? 
General Richard “Butch” Neal, U.S. Marine Corps (Ret.)   

There will always be a new challenge ahead.  General Neal outlines multiple events 
during his career in the Marine Corps in which he was confronted by the 
ubiquitous question “What now, Lieutenant?” 
 
While serving as a young lieutenant in Vietnam, General Neal was assigned as a 
fire support officer in an infantry company.  During an ambush, most of the 
officers were killed and it was up to him to rally the marines and drive back the 
enemy. 

• You are in a position of leadership for a reason, and your subordinates will 
look to you in a time of crisis.  Take charge and lead them! 

• A decent decision communicated efficiently and executed quickly is far 
better than an outstanding decision executed when it’s too late. 

 
Later during his time in Vietnam, Neal was serving as an aerial observer.  When a 
helicopter under his command was shot down, he immediately ordered the pilot of his helicopter to land, then 
he ran under heavy fire through a marsh to rescue the aircrew of the downed bird.  Sometimes, you are put in 
the position to make a vital difference.  If this happens, you cannot hesitate to act. 
 
As an artillery battery commander, General Neal had a new set of challenges.  Aside from the administrative 
workload of running a military unit, he also had to learn how to employ self-propelled artillery vehicles—
something he had never been trained to do. 

• Be there with your subordinates.  Simply showing that you’re willing to roll up your sleeves and get dirty 
with them will pay dividends in the future. 

• Understand all aspects of your job.  Learning the technical details will give you a better understanding 
of your line of work.  Doing so will enable you to make more informed decisions. 

 
Toward the end of General Neal’s career, he served as an aide to General Schwarzkopf during Desert Shield 
and Desert Storm.  Following the Gulf War, he served as the Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps 
before retiring.  During both assignments, he found himself dealing with media exposure. 

• Neal reaffirmed the principle that it is best to be honest and forthright, even when it hurts.  During a 
press briefing, he was asked why a US airstrike had killed civilians.  Rather than make excuses or avoid 
the question, he explained what had happened and apologized for the loss of life. 

• When testifying before Congress, Neal also didn’t compromise his principles even when it was unpopular.  
At the time, there was substantial political pressure to change fraternization regulations within the 
military.  Neither Neal nor the commandant agreed with the proposal. Neal testified before Congress 
laying out exactly why he opposed the proposed changes. Thankfully, Congress did not pass them. 

 
The moment you think you’ve seen it all and nothing can throw you off your mark is the exact moment when 
something unforeseen will do exactly that.  Learning everything takes more than a lifetime. 

 
Thanks to Karl Flynn  for contributing his notes. Help other military leaders and contribute on DODReads.  


